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Do contentions over history in Northeast Asia reflect a difficult past that casts a long shadow over the future? Or do they serve as a medium of dialogue across national boundaries when serious shifts in power or politics increase the level of uncertainty as well as actors’ anxieties about the future direction of the region? Contrary to most studies on the “history problem” in Northeast Asia that see the problem as a constant affecting the international relations of the region throughout the postwar period, this research starts with an observation of a variation in the region’s history problem. While the past may be a constant, what actors make of it varies. I propose to re-analyze the history of the historical contentions in Northeast Asia as that of the regional actors’ attempts to manage their differences over national identities and regional orders in the context of the region’s shifting power balance. I identify actor’s legitimacy and framework as the two factors that transform the history disputes into one of four different regional orders: nationalist spheres, parallel national spheres, contentious regional sphere, and regional public sphere.
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